Years’ of SDF:

A Gateway of the Silk Road
Social Development Foundation (SDF) has successfully
grounded more effective and efficient financing and
institutional arrangements that improve the access of
the rural poor to livelihood opportunities by
incorporating Community Driven Development (CDD)
approach. We do this with a holistic development
approach geared towards inclusion, using tools like
community finance, livelihood development, youth
employment, infrastructure development, women
empowerment and more.
A thriving, prosperous and wide-reaching
‘not-for-profit’ development organization SDF was
established in 2000 as autonomous by the
government of Bangladesh and was registered under
the Companies Act-1994 on July 28, 2001. SDF is
committed to engaging, supporting and recognizing
the value of all members of society, regardless of
race, religion, gender, nationality, ethnicity, age,
physical or mental ability, socioeconomic status and
geography. Our program provides a range of financial
services to the poor, thereby broadening the scope of
financial inclusion of those not served by the
conventional banking system.
SDF is uniquely positioned to help advocate for
change, connect community to the knowledge and
resources they need, and coordinate the efforts in
fighting poverty and advancing progress towards the
SDGs. We work to achieve economic and social
changes in ultra poor households, assist them in
getting access to mainstream development programs,
and creating aspirations among severely
disadvantaged groups.
Catalyzing community people’s own endeavors to a
great extent, SDF bridges the gap between their
aspiration and action to translate the target into reality.
We are focusing the unmet needs of the poor and
marginalized, especially women, including areas of
extreme deprivation, protecting the rights of the poor.
One of the prime concerns of SDF is reviewing its
plans and progress consecutively considering all the
existing challenges for previewing achievements at
concert pitch. As a consequence, SDF has the proper
and familiar way of breaking down barriers for
maintaining high watermark of success in
implementing activities from the salad days. Through
our efforts, we will persist in vigorously pursuing
interventions to promote the rights of the poor and
marginalized, including areas of extreme deprivation.

VISION

To eradicate poverty through
sustainable development and
women empowerment.

MISSION

SDF strives to empower the
disadvantaged communities through
implementation of integrated
programs that include capacity
building, infrastructure development,
employment creation, nutrition
awareness and support, and above
all inclusive and appropriate
financing for planned economic
activities. These interventions aim to
facilitate the communities to realize
their full potentials, lift them out of
poverty and take full advantage of
emerging opportunities.

RE VALUES
O
C

Unity and equity
Use of local resources
Belief and trust in community
wisdom
Transparency and
accountability at all levels of
program implementation
Building self-reliant and
sustainable institutions of the
poor at community level.

What we do
Mobilize and empower rural poor with emphasis on women through capacity building initiatives to build and
strengthen their institutions;
Transfer funds directly to the village institutions for making livelihood related investments to bring changes in
socio-economic condition;
Develop skills and generate employment opportunities for the un/under employed youths;
Build and renovate local infrastructure through CISF program to ease communication and provide other
infrastructural facilities that ultimately thrive in the national economy;
Raise awareness, improve attitudes and practices that enhance nutritional status of target beneficiaries;
Establish linkages with service providers, employers, financial institutions to ensure receiving services by the
beneficiaries; and
Establish second tier institutions to carry out the institutional functions after phasing out.
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CHAIRPERSON’S

STATEMENT
This year is no exception and at this happy
moment of successfully completing one more year
en route to alleviate poverty corroborates our
commitment to support the impoverished which
will indeed continue in the days to come until we
achieve our anticipated development goals.

‘

The moment of truth to
deliver the year’s-end
report of our
incremental progression
in sustainable
development by means
of multifaceted ways to
eradicate poverty has
always been a
recognition and privilege
for me since I joined as
the Chairperson.

’

Obviously, there is no greater honour than to be
involved with such an organisation staunched to
work particularly for the extreme poor, poor and
vulnerable with the objective to improve their
quality of life whilst sticking on the winning
modus operandi i.e. community driven development. We truly believe that shared development
could only ensure shared prosperity which
became evident as we have successfully implemented predecessor projects and are nearly in
the midst of implementing ongoing ‘Nuton Jibon
Livelihood Improvement Project (NJLIP)’ through
empowering the community for their collective
growth. Nonetheless, we won’t cease our
endeavour here rather we will intensify more
than halfway to eradicate extreme poverty much
earlier than 2030 in line with achieving Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
It has been a year of further headway for us both
operationally and strategically. There is, however, no complacency from our side. Whilst dealing
with the challenges over the year, it’s really
pleasing to see some useful lessons having been
learnt to focus our energies on quick decision
timelines for punctual implementation.
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Notwithstanding, the
credential came from
The World Bank’s President, Dr. Jim Young Kim
who visited one of our
villages in Barisal to
learn the instance of
poverty alleviation and
was impressed to see
many examples of
innovation in fighting
poverty and women
empowerment.

We truly believe that shared
development could only ensure
shared prosperity which became
evident as we have successfully
implemented predecessor
projects and are nearly in the
midst of implementing ongoing
‘Nuton Jibon Livelihood
Improvement Project (NJLIP)’
through empowering the
community for their collective
growth. Nonetheless, we won’t
cease our endeavour here rather
we will intensify more than
halfway to eradicate extreme
poverty much earlier than 2030
in line with achieving
Sustainable Development Goals
(SDGs).

Our bucket list is adding
on as we move forward
and we mean to fight
against poverty in
tandem. We envisage
covering remaining
poorest areas of the
country focusing on
strengthening the Small
and Medium Entrepreneurs in a bid to have a
balanced growth and
development for all. No
one will be left out from
our unequivocal pledge
to end poverty in all its
forms everywhere under
the statesmanship of our Honourable Prime
Minister Sheikh Hasina as we are just around
the corner of achieving of Vision-2021. In the
meantime, we are working on to incorporate the
ICT in our intervening areas through exploiting
the proliferation of digitization.

I must express my sincerest thanks to our talented team, management and my experienced
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colleagues in the Board
of Directors for their
sensible support and
commitment that made
us to deliver expected
outcomes. I would like to
take this opportunity to
accentuate the contribution of the Financial
Institutions Division,
Ministry of Finance for
their ceaseless cooperation and the time-tested
partnership with The
World Bank to chase our
vision. The synergy
among us and our
common goal to tackle
poverty will build on our
successes to excel
further the way we are
working for the destitute.

I am quite pragmatic to
deal with the intricacy of
challenges that lie ahead
of us and would work
with all to unlock our true
potential to eradicate
poverty from the face of
our country. Together, I
am sure; we would be able to make a brighter
future for everyone.

M I Chowdhury
Chairperson, SDF
(Former Secretary, Government of Bangladesh)

MANAGING DIRECTOR’S

STATEMENT

‘

We will soon introduce
the real time loan
management system
and digital record
keeping facilities for
our beneficiaries of
2,500 villages to
accelerate the ICT
Vision-2021 of the
Government of
Bangladesh.

’

Over the past few decades, Bangladesh has
made remarkable progress in raising incomes,
reducing poverty and improving social indicators
despite the economy faced numerous challenges
that resulted from global economic depression of
2008-09 and a series of natural disasters. The
exemplary resilience of hardworking population
enabled the country continuing to make significant strides even amid heavy odds, and thus in
2015, Bangladesh has been classified by the
World Bank as a lower middle income country
which paves the way immensely to transform the
country into a middle income one by 2021. It’s
commendable that from 2000, the economy has
been growing consistently at 6 percent on
average every year, and that growth has lifted
millions of people out of poverty. This propel has
put Bangladesh en-route to high performing
growth, stabilizing commodity prices, maximizing
income and minimmizing human poverty, securing health and education for all, enhancing
creativity and human capacity, establishing
social justice, reducing social disparity, achieving
capacity to tackle the adverse effects of climate
change, and firmly rooting democracy in the
political arena.
At this juncture, there is really a whole lot of
sustained progress Bangladesh is making in
poverty reduction and increasing opportunities
that are distributed comparatively to a suitable
extent. Certainly, this shared growth has been
made possible with the collective endeavor of
the government and development partners to
propel shared prosperity through overcoming
extreme poverty. With a strong potential to end
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poverty by 2030 and
decade-long tremendous
effort in reducing poverty, Bangladesh’s robust
economic progress,
innovative work with the
poor, job creation by the
private sector, consistent
investment in human
development, and
effective disaster management has now
become an instance for
others to follow. Obviously, we can take pride
of this credential together with other development partners who have
been working hard to
end poverty over the
decades.

We have SDG targets ahead
ceaselessly invoking us about our
fair responsibility to contribute to
achieving the targets earlier than
expected. Currently, we are
covering one-third of
Bangladesh with an outreach of
22 districts and 88 poorest
upazilas through our NJLIP
program. Yet, we got so much to
do to further intervene rest of the
poorest upazilas of 25 districts as
identified in HIES 2010 and we
have plans for more livelihood
intervention to slash out poverty
in the coming years.

We have SDG targets
ahead ceaselessly
invoking us about our
fair responsibility to
contribute to achieving
the targets earlier than
expected. Currently, we are covering one-third of
Bangladesh with an outreach of 22 districts and
88 poorest upazilas through our NJLIP program.
Yet, we got so much to do to further intervene
rest of the poorest upazilas of 25 districts as
identified in HIES 2010 and we have plans for
more livelihood intervention to slash out poverty
in the coming years. We are also shifting our
focus to come up with climate-smart innovative
solutions for supporting the agribusiness SMEs
who are the active partners of the producer
group value chain. We have also planned to
financially include our beneficiaries through
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exploiting the proliferation of ICT in Bangladesh.
We will soon introduce
the real time loan management system and
digital record keeping
facilities for our beneficiaries of 2,500 villages
to accelerate the ICT
Vision-2021 of the
Government of Bangladesh.

Moving forward, our
confidence in the Government of Bangladesh
especially the Ministry of
Finance, World Bank, and
above all our Board of
Directors are at an
all-time high as we would
not have been in today’s
position without their
sincere support and
cooperation. I wouldn’t
also hesitate to admit the
professionalism and
devoted attitude of our
competent workforce who dare to work to achieve
the maximum output within the deadline. We will
continue to pledge our commitment towards
sustainable development to address our social
problems including poverty in the days to come for
shared prosperity in tandem with our stakeholders.

AZM Sakhawat Hossain
Managing Director, SDF

‘I am very happy to see the positive changes in
the lives of the poor women who were unskilled
in the past and now have changed their
socio-economic conditions with the help of the
project. We have been continuing our support to
SDF to build confidence, skills, structures and
knowledge to open windows of opportunity for
the poorest section of the societies. I am very
glad to talk to the beneficiary women. They are
self confident, can take advantage of new
opportunities, exercise their rights and enjoy
their entitlements.’
-- Dr. Jim Yong Kim
World Bank Group President
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development. The conceptual tools did not allow for
doubts--social investments gave a ‘real return,’ it
‘generated dividends,’ it was a ‘stabilizer’ for the
economy; the ‘human capital’ was being enhanced. An
impact evaluation showed that the program successfully
increased beneficiary incomes, participation and access
to finance, increased empowerment of the predominantly
female beneficiaries and positively impacted youth
employment, food security, and school attendance.
In 2003 the program was piloted in 120 villages under two
districts—Gaibandha and Jamalpur. In 2008, the program
was scaled-up under the Social Investment Program
Project (SIPP-I), covering seven districts and 1,587 villages
(incl. additional financing).
Empowerment and Livelihood Improvement “Nuton Jibon”
Project popularly known as SIPP-II came into being as a
successor of SIPP in December, 2010 with a budget
envelop worth US$ 115 million for a time span of five
years—from July 1, 2011 to June 30, 2016. The SIPP-II
expanded activities into around 3,200 poverty prone
villages under 16 districts. Although it was a five year
project but SDF was able to achieve all the set targets

before the deadline and the project was wrapped up six
months ahead of the completion period. The Government
has, therefore, initiated a follow-up project that builds on
SIPP-II titled “Nuton Jibon Livelihood Improvement Project
(NJLIP)” for a time span of six years i.e. from August 2015
to June 2021. The NJLIP started its journey and opened
new avenues to contribute enormously yet again in the
field of poverty alleviation in line with the “Sustainable
Development Goals (SDGs)”. The synergetic results of the
previous projects contributed significantly to aspire this
new initiative with the Project Development Objective “to
improve livelihoods of the poor and extreme poor in the
project areas” with a budget of US$ 220 million of which
the Government of Bangladesh is providing US$ 20 million
in addition to the IDA credit of US$ 200 million. The target
group of the project is the poor and extreme poor in the
poorest upazilas of Bangladesh and supporting around
2,500 new villages in 13 districts (around 500,000 poor
and extreme poor households/2.25 million beneficiaries).
The project is also continuing to provide support to the
3,200 villages supported under SIPP-II through higher
level institutional and producer group support.

Snapshot of projects already been implemented:
Name of
projets
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Duration

Major
objectives

Funds
allocated

Districts
covered

Empowerment and
Livelihood Improvement
“Nuton Jibon” Project
(SIPP-II)

5 years
(July 2011December 2015)

Alleviating poverty
at village level

Tk. 897 Crore

16

Emergency Flood (2007)
Restoration and
Recovery Program

3 years
(October 2008June 2011)

Rehabilitation of
the flood
effected people

Tk. 195 Crore

2

Emergency 2007
Flood Restoration
& Recovery Assistance
Program

3 years
(September 2008June 2011)

Rehabilitation of
the Cyclone
‘Sidr’ effected people

Tk. 78 Crore

4

Monga Mitigation
Initiative Pilot
Program

2 years
(August 2005January 2007)

Rehabilitation of
the ‘Monga’
effected people

Tk. 5 Crore

3

Social Investment
Program Project (SIPP-I)

9 years
(April 2003June 2011)

Poverty
alleviation

Tk. 224.2
Crore

2

The selection of upazilas is based on poverty ranking
(highest percentage of poor according to the latest
Bangladesh Poverty Maps) and clustering considerations.
This selection criterion include (i) deepening intervention
in districts in which SIPP-II has already been active, by
including additional upazilas that are ranked amongst the
poorest; and (ii) expanding into upazilas in additional
districts. The project is currently working in a total of 22
districts: (i) nine districts are supported with second
generation activities in villages mobilized under SIPP-II;
(ii) seven districts are having ongoing SIPP-II villages and
new villages in additional upazilas that are ranked
amongst the poverty prone upazilas; and (iii) villages in
selected upazilas in five new districts (Chandpur, Comilla,
Khulna, Satkhira, Shariatpur and one upazila from
Gopalgonj) are added.
The NJLIP is replicating most of SIPP-II activities, but
scales-up income generating activities and incorporates
new activities focusing on nutrition, market facilitation
and value addition.
The SDF aims even higher over the next six years and
continues to maximize opportunities and expand services
for the unserved needs of around 6 million people we
already have reached both directly and indirectly, while
empowering the most underserved and disenfranchised
women and men to gain greater access to and control over
resources, decisions and actions for social transformation.
In parallel, we will continue to work on strengthening our
organizational sustainability, including our financial
viability. The NJLIP is also mobilizing the hardcore poor
and poor people through building and strengthening
community institutions including Nuton Jibon Community
Society (NJCS), Second Generation Institutions and so
forth. The NJCS, are designed and constituted picking up
beneficiaries from each individual village and cluster
under the project to provide long term technical support
including monitoring, follow up to help ensure the member
villages to work independently in a sustainable manner.
The other salient purpose of constituting NJCS is to
ensure receipt of various technical and financial services
by the member villages from different
institutions/departments of public and private sectors.
These changes require significant transformations which
are reflected in our new six-year strategy.
While improving livelihoods of poor and extreme poor
beneficiaries in 22 districts (that includes SIPP-II districts as
well), the NJLIP is also working on business development
and institutional strengthening of producer groups and also
facilitating interaction between producers and SMEs in

Overall development and
achievements of SDF
Beneficiaries
The total number of direct and indirect
beneficiaries of SDF stood at 60 lac under
11 lac households as a result of all projects
delivered so far and under the current
project being implemented.

One-off grants for the
underprivileged and vulnerable
SDF has provided a total of BDT 1,894 crore
as one-off grants among 52 thousand 168
underprivileged and vulnerable families in
its intervening areas.

Development of community organisations and women empowerment
A total of 9 lac 42 thousnad members were
organised under 5 thousand 642 village
community organisations where 95 percent
accounted for women. Admittedly, 92
percent women out of their total participation are holding the major decision making
positions in different executive committees
and implementing programs accordingly.

Skills development of the youth and
their employment
Nearly 57 thousand unemployed youths
received skills development training from
SDF and admittedly, 88 percent (50 thousand)
of them have already been employed.
value chains. Facilitating market linkages, partnerships,
product promotion, establishing productive investment
funds, market places development etc. are some of the
activities under NJLIP. An initiative is also under design
(Launch Pad) to ensure advance climate solutions in rural
Bangladesh, with the use of ICT and SMEs.
While upstream research and development by public
institutions is important, we have learned through our
work that innovation and adaptive research, along with
certified new technologies, is equally essential for
overall development in the country. As we grow and
expand our initiatives for the betterment of the
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underprivileged, we are determined to incorporate the
lessons learned from the past decades in our journey to
assist the government to reduce all kinds of inequality.
During the SIPP-II implementation, SDF ensured use of
information communication technology at all levels of its
operations i.e. from cluster to national level. In line with
the ICT vision 2021 of the Govt. of Bangladesh, SDF
conducted an ICT pilot project in thirty (30) villages of
SIPP-II projects from Aug '15 – Feb '16 with a major task
to capturing the community finance activities/
transactions. The key objectives of the piloting were to
study the feasibility of digitizing the financial
transactions/ activities of VCO and GS in real time by the
community members themselves using computerized
system, viability of capturing large amount of data by the
community members through the system. With a view to
integrating communities under SDF’s ongoing NJLIP for
financial inclusion and accelerating the implementation
of ICT Vision-2021 of the Government of Bangladesh,
SDF has hired a software development firm to design
and develop user friendly Loan Management System
(LMS) that will be operated by the resource persons at
village level. The predominant objective is to make the

loan disbursement and recovery process, saving schemes
and overall financial management system undemanding,
ensure its security and generate real-time reports on
demand. Particularly, the notion of real-time Loan
Management System (LMS) making best use of ICT for
which dedicated software is nearing completion. It will
gradually be rolling out in 2,500 villages under NJLIP to
ensure real-time updating of financial data with fund
management through the internet from remote villages
located in various geographic regions of Bangladesh
under NJLIP’s intervention. Entirely managed by the
project beneficiaries who are mostly women, the
initiative will indeed enable digital record keeping of the
community based financial activities through eliminating
age-old ledgers and potentially turn out to be the most
efficient means of synchronized financial gateway for
Village Credit Organizations (VCOs).
SDF, since its inception has been following some
non-negotiable principles—known as project principles
that contributed immeasurably to successful
implementation of poverty alleviation programs in
Bangladesh.

PROJECT PRINCIPLES
Inclusion: All project activities will ensure that extreme poor, poor, most vulnerable, disabled,
destitute, women and youth are targeted and included in project support; At least 90% of the
extreme poor and 70%of the poor identified in the villages will be direct beneficiaries of the
Village Development Fund (VDF) envelope.
Equity: All decision making positions in all the village institutions created (Gram Samiti, SAC
and subcommittees of the Gram Samiti) will be occupied by extreme poor, poor, women and
youth.
Participation: All decisions and project activities undertaken will follow a participatory
approach with at least 70% of the poor being part of the process.
Transparency: All project decisions will be taken in the Gram Parishad in an open and
transparent manner; Project information will be prominently displayed in the village and project
documentation including minutes of accounts books, meetings and other records will be
maintained and made accessible to the village community.
Accountability: At least 80% of all Gram Samitis would have received all the installments of
the VDF and must be rated satisfactory by village communities during community assessment
process.
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YEAR

STRATEGIC PLAN

(2015-2021)
Bangladesh stands at an amazing crossroads in the sphere of poverty alleviation. It has already graduated
from lower income country to lower middle income country in 2015 and the country’s economic progression
shows no signs of blockade. As one of the leading organizations in the field of social development, SDF, with
the vision to fight back poverty, centered upon a participatory and an ever growing social praxis for
pragmatic solutions, has been implementing programs to catalyze community people’s endeavors to a
greater extent. To assist the most disadvantaged people in their fight against poverty, SDF challenges the
frontiers of poverty reduction. All our efforts are aimed at overarching and increasingly achievable goals to
help Bangladesh eradicate poverty and significantly reduce inequalities. As we have started our new
project-NJLIP, the euphoria of responding to new challenges and objectives would indeed motivate us to
reinforce our commitment to turn things into action to the agenda 2030 vision to ‘leave no one behind’
through the pursuit of the 17 Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).
Over the six years, new investments will be made in our work force, such as, enhanced capacity
development and more opportunities to test new ideas and incubate new projects. SDF with focus on the
following thematic areas in the implementation of its poverty alleviation programs in Bangladesh, which in
turn, help achieve the goals.

POVERTY ALLEVIATION BY
EMPOWERING PEOPLE
SDF, with its utmost effort has been empowering the
targeted community for comprehensive development
through socio-economic upliftment and has gained the
firmer footing on to the road to self reliance. Over the
years, this organization has been able to bring about
positive changes in the lives and livelihoods of the poor
and extreme poor and has created an encouraging impact
on their families, society and economy. Our efforts have
benefitted six million populations through our
collaborative programs. For the next six years, we will be
helping 2.25 million disadvantaged populations, especially
the women and youth, with utter dedication to meet its
vision through implementation of effective programs.

WOMEN EMPOWERMENT
SDF’s programs enable the poor, particularly women, to
build, secure, and use socio-political assets to improve

their well-being, reduce vulnerabilities, take advantage of
new opportunities, exercise their rights, claim their
entitlements, and play a more active role in public life.
Ninty five percent of SIPP-II beneficiaries are women out
of whom 92% women occupy decision making positions
in the community institutions. Women, through
participation in the project, are also increasingly
becoming decision makers in their households.
They are no longer willing to play a second fiddle to their
male counterparts. No matter whether they have
institutional education or not, they are asserting their
social and political rights and making their presence
visible, regardless of their socio-economic backgrounds.
In the next six years we will empower around 25,000
youths (most of whom are females) with skills training
and link them to decent jobs or entrepreneurships which
will produce capable citizens to help the country achieve
enhanced Gross Domestic Product (GDP) growth.
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YOUTH EMPLOYMENT
The project is building on the successful efforts of Social
Investment Program Project (SIPP-II) to link
un/under-employed youths (18-35 years) with employment
opportunities. This unit aims to provide support for youth
in the project villages to gain skills and access to
employment opportunities. The project is also supporting
youth through its skills development activities to start
their own business and has linked with service providers
requiring employees. The project is helping youth groups
and facilitating counseling sessions that allow youths and
their families to discuss such issues. The project is
providing specialized training support that will allow
linkages with potential employers. SDF has been also
strengthening tracking youths once employed to gain
further information on the mobility and progress of the
targeted youths. The project is building on the
experiences with an aim to continue strengthening SDF’s
capacity to reach out to the youths, and explore additional
employment opportunities.

SECOND GENERATION INSTITUTIONS
The vision for Second Generation Institutions is to
network the Gram Parishads, the village level institutions
of the poor for supporting and monitoring their
performance while also seeking other potential options
for economic growth and service provisions. The overall
goal is to make the ‘Nuton Jibon Community Society
(NJCS)’ institutionally and financially sustainable so that
the institutions, investments and results achieved are
sustained beyond the life cycle of the project. The
purpose of the NJCS is to support and strengthen Gram
Parishads for maintaining their organizational quality,
ensuring accountability and compliance to the rules of
business and guidelines for sustainable performance,
scaling-up information sharing and communication among
all its members, aggregating various services and
mobilizing producer groups and livelihood development
activities including linkages with local government,
private sector and financial institutions. This will be
achieved through delivering demand based services and
technical assistance to member organizations, linking the
village institutions to other programs and agencies,
mobilizing revenues and linking with other financial
resources. The success of NJCS would be the number of
Gram Parishads institutionally, financially and technically
sustaining beyond the project period including VCOs and
producer groups.
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The project is supporting the NJCSs during the initial
two years of their establishment to help the NJCS to
manage the transition from a project supported entity to
autonomous and self-sustaining organizations. The NJCS
support consists of: (i) an Institution Development Fund
(IDF) during the first year; and (ii) a Performance Support
Fund (PSF) during the second year based on the
performance in realizing the vision agreed during the
first year.

HEALTH CARE AND NUTRITION
The project is building on its community platform
anchored in mobilization and organization, advocacy,
awareness raising and access to finance and by
integration of nutrition interventions leading to enhanced
nutrition outcomes in areas such as food expenditure,
food poverty and diet diversity.
This sub-component is raising awareness, improving
attitudes and practices that enhance nutritional outcomes
for targeted beneficiaries in selected project areas and
that support beneficiaries in optimizing their livelihood
activities. Increased household income is not necessarily
translating into improved nutritional outcomes and
therefore can only partially address the under and
mal-nutrition challenges in Bangladesh. Activities
proposed in the project focus on awareness building,
behavioral change for personal hygiene, food preparation,
food choices and mainstreaming nutrition sensitive
actions, particularly in selected income generating
activities of beneficiaries. The target group for the
nutrition related activities comprises of a sub-set of
project beneficiaries that are among the core focus group
for nutrition interventions – pregnant and lactating
mothers and young children under the age of five.

INFRASTRUCTURE DEVELOPMENT
To thrive in the national economy the infrastructure
development program was largely funding community
infrastructures like the community office, earthen road
upgrading, drainage, tube wells, latrines and so on during
SIPP-II. Operation and maintenance procedures and costs
are also integrated in the infrastructure planning to
assure their application. In NJLIP, the Institutional
Development Fund (IDF) and the Community Infrastructure
Support Fund (CISF) procedures are envisaged to remain
largely as was in SIPP-II.

HIGHLIGHTS
OF THE YEAR

VISIT OF WORLD BANK GROUP PRESIDENT DR.
JIM YONG KIM
Dr. Jim Yong Kim, Hon’ble President of the World Bank
Group, paid a visit to ‘Nuton Jibon Livelihood
Improvement Project (NJLIP)’ at Dakhkhin Rakudia
village of Babuganj upazila under Barisal district on
October 18, 2016. The Hon’ble President lauded the
program’s unique niche by reaching the uncovered,
most vulnerable, and the poorest and appreciated SDF’s
spectrum of innovations that consists of a collaborative
network of development programs. This has enabled
the women to build, secure, and use social assets to
improve their well-being, and play a more active role in
the society. Before their inclusion in the project, they
were barely capable to run errands with no assets. He
added, ‘I am very happy to see the positive changes in
the lives of the poor women who were unskilled in the
past and now have changed their socio-economic
conditions with the help of the project. We have been
continuing our support to SDF to build confidence,
skills, structures and knowledge to open windows of
opportunity for the poorest section of the societies.’ He
further added, ’I am very glad to talk to the beneficiary
women. They are self confident, can take advantage of
new opportunities, exercise their rights and enjoy their
entitlements.’
DRY RUN OF WORLD BANK’S COUNTRY
DIRECTOR MR. QIMIAO FAN
‘It is wonderful to see tangible results of this excellent
project based on self reliance and mutual support’ said
Mr. Qimiao Fan, World Bank’s Country Director for
Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal while went for a dry run
to Dakhknin Rakudia village of Babugonj upazila under
Barisal district. This visit held on September 19, 2016
prior to visit of the Hon’ble President of World Bank Dr.
Jim Yong Kim. He was impressed to see the significant
progress of the community by gaining increased stature
at community development. He had a thorough

interaction with the beneficiaries and was besieged to
learn their incremental success through implementing
programs employing Community Driven Development
(CDD) approach. He was also delighted to see the
transformation of the poor and vulnerable community
as a change-maker of their own fate through the village
level institutions--the main vehicle of underprivileged
people’s empowerment propel. He was glad to see the
strong and vibrant initiatives of SDF in generating
several social benefits that lifted them up from the
poverty line in 3 years (they started the project in 2012)
and trying to join the middle income group through
making larger investments preferably in groups, which
will ultimately yield adequate income.

AIDE MEMOIRE: SECOND IMPLEMENTATION
REVIEW AND SUPPORT MISSION
The ‘Nuton Jibon Livelihood Improvement Project
(NJLIP)’ started its journey on August 3, 2015 with the
objective to improve livelihoods of the poor and the
extreme poor in the project areas with a budget worth
US$ 220 million expanding its coverage to another
2,500 villages of 5 new districts and unintervened
upazilas of 7 SIPP-II districts in conjunction with
providing reduced support to 3142 phased out villages
of SIPP-II.
An implementation review and support mission of the
‘Nuton Jibon Livelihoods Improvement Project (NJLIP)’
took place from May 1-10, 2016. The mission was
happy to see that SDF has been able to establish
cluster, district and regional offices and they are fully
operational at present with 1,182 staff redeployed from
SIPP-II staff who had demonstrated proven track
records.
The mission expressed their satisfaction to see that the
Information Communication Technology (ICT) piloting
has been completed in 30 villages in three regions (10
villages in each region). The aim of the piloting was to
assess the feasibility of real-time (online) data entry.
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SDF submitted the pilot evaluation report to World
Bank. SDF was commended for successfully completing
this piloting without any obstacles from the
communities. Based on the evaluation report, the
mission acknowledged the capability of resource
persons/beneficiaries in the communities who have
been regularly feeding data into the computerized
integrated MIS system.
The overall fiduciary performance rating of the project
was Satisfactory in view of the recent development on
agreed Financial Management (FM) actions to
strengthen overall control environment. SDF has
submitted the updated procurement plan in the
mission. During the past nine months of project
implementation from the inception, SDF has submitted
procurement requests for Bank clearance on time. In
view of this performance, procurement administration
is rated Satisfactory.

IMPLEMENTATION COMPLETION AND
RESULTS REPORT (ICRR)
With a view to review plan, program and activities for
previewing success, the mission on Implementation
Completion Results Report (ICRR) of Empowerment and
Livelihood Improvement ‘Nuton Jibon’ Project (SIPP –II)
took place from 18th to 28th January 2016. The key
persons included in the mission were Mr. Seenithamby
Manoharan (Task Team Leader); Ms. Pushina Kunda
Ng’andwe (Senior Rural Development Specialist, CoTTL); Ms. Melissa Williams (Senior Rural Development
Specialist, Task Team Leader of ICRR) and Mr. Aidan
Gulliver (Senior Economist, FAO).
The ICRR team regarded the borrower’s performance as
the performance of the Govt. of Bangladesh (GoB) and
the performance of SDF. The ICRR team highly
appreciated GoB’s relentless effort to make SIPP-II
successful and rated the performance of GoB as
Satisfactory. The ICRR team is satisfied with the GoB’s
initiative to restore the Governing Body and audit
committee as per suggestions of the World Bank. At
the same time GoB endowed SDF with an endowment
fund of USD 15 million at the outset of SIPP-II and then
scaled it up to USD 21.5 million in 2013 with a view to
paving the way of sustainability and growth of SDF. The
ICRR team has admitted SDF’s effort to face the
challenges despite having some shortcomings in key
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positions at the beginning of project. According to ICRR
team SDF’s performance was overall appreciable. It is
to be noted that whilst the performance of the World
Bank was rated as Moderately Satisfactory, the
borrower’s (GoB and SDF) performance was rated as
‘Satisfactory’ on the other hand.

MISSION: LAUNCHPAD-THE WORLD BANK
AND SDF
Innovative, client focused and sustainable, ‘Mission:
Launchpad’ is a business incubator that operates a
small-scale, business accelerator to empower and
teach participants how to launch or grow their tech
dependent business. This is an angle of inclusive
entrepreneurship. In order to reduce safety net usage
as well as economic dependency on family support
systems, the opportunities to gain self-sufficiency must
be expanded. Inclusive entrepreneurship champions a
genuine attitude that those with a social disability
(caused by shame and stigma) should be afforded an
opportunity to develop and sustain a business-lifestyle
or high growth-when they are otherwise locked out of
the traditional workforce.
The Launchpad team of World Bank has scanned the
agro-based SME environment of Bangladesh and
identified that the absence of competitive agri-SMEs
limiting the delivery of climate smart tools and
technologies. However, tapping into the potentials of
SMEs could create a delivery model to diffuse locally
appropriate climate solutions in rural Bangladesh.
Whilst conducting Agri-business sector mapping, the
team found that small sized SMEs who struggle to get
required attention and support in terms of finance,
technology, overcoming regulatory barriers and so forth
often fail to grow at their early stage of development
and strengthen themselves for sustainable business
growth.
The Launchpad team provided flowcharts of the current
prototype of BCSIC and two-phased implementation
modalities of the proposed concept that combined
‘Proof of the Concept’ and ‘Scaling Up’.
The Launch pad team had outlined three major courses
of actions to complete all by the end of July 2017
which includes:
1. Launching a study to identify potential SMEs and
conducting need assessment,

2. Organizing the prototype design and development
mission, and
3. Preparing draft business plan for establishing
Bangladesh Climate-Smart Innovation Centre
(BCSIC) within the project framework of NJLIP.

including their leadership quality through skill
development, a total of eight Memorandum of
Understandings (MoUs) have been signed between
SDF, GOs and NGOs under the NJLIP.

MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING

With the objectives to create specific outcomes among
a large number of youths, the partners who
accomplished MOUs with SDF will provide various
training courses including inception workshops to the
unemployed youths with a priority to include maximum
participants from SDF project areas. As per the
conditions as set in the MOUs they will submit a full
report to SDF on completion of training. In addition,
they will hold counseling and exposure meetings to
inspire the youths for receiving training and ensuring
retention at work place. Also they will allocate
maximum trade based seats to SDF project
participants and put the trained youths to jobs as per
eligibility.

To engage youths, especially women with meaningful
employment and bringing out all dormant potentials

The following matrix provides information on MOUs
signed between the SDF and other organizations:

In the Aide Memoire of the ‘Third Implementation
Review and Support Mission’ held on January
16-February 2, 2017, the Launchpad initiative was
labeled as appropriate and timely initiative within the
programmatic scope of NJLIP to advance climate
solutions in rural Bangladesh and SDF, being the sole
implementing agency of NJLIP together with other
relevant stakeholders from public and private sectors is
considered to be well placed to anchor and facilitate
the designing and development of the Launchpad
initiative in Bangladesh.

Organizations of Functional partnership

Locations

Agreed Functions

UCEP (Underprivileged Children Education
Program) Bangladesh (3 MoUs)

Rangpur, Barisal,
Sylhet districts

Skill development and
job placement

BITAC (Bangladesh Industrial and Technical
Assistance Center)

Bogra and
Chandpur districts

Skill development

Sym Biosis Bangladesh

Mymensingh district

Skill development
and cost based
resource sharing

Allah’r Daan Cap Factory

Rangpur district

Skill development
and product marketing

BCMSF ( Bamboo, Cane &
Mat Shilpo Foundation)

Dhaka

Skill development and
product promotion

Khulna
Sylhet
Chittagong
Dhaka

Possible skill
development

Partnership in Pipeline for MoU signing:
Khulna Shipyard Ltd. & BITAC- Khulna
Alim Agro Industries Ltd.
JMS Co. & Rhee Hemple Co., EPZ- Chittagong
Sajib Corporation and Rangs Security Ltd.
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LIVELIHOODS
DEVELOPMENT

Yielding OPPORTUNITY FOR
ENDING the Vicious Cycle of Poverty

With the philosophy to fight back poverty, Livelihood programs of SDF, centered upon a participatory
and an ever-growing social praxis for pepping up the disadvantaged people to identify, analyze and
invent pragmatic solutions to their own problems has been proved tremendously successful. This
effort empowers the poor, especially women, to enjoy their social and economic rights by mobilising
communities to translate their hopes and aspirations into action. SDF enables them to build, secure,
and use socio-political assets to improve their well-being and reduce vulnerabilities. Our hands on,
rhythmic and kinaesthetic development approach has brought phenomenal success in reducing the
vulnerability of the untapped human potentials. We create and improve livelihoods for those at the
base of the economic pyramid through Community Driven Development (CDD) approach, eradicating
poverty in all its forms. The project is providing financial support, market and technical assistance,
value chain development and business development support to the rural poor community for
upgrading their lives and livelihoods.
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HIGHLIGHTS 2016
We reached 8,499 NJG members by providing them skill
development training e.g. beef fattening, dairy rearing, goat
and poultry rearing, vegetable cultivation, small business, fish
farming etc. After receiving the training, 1,449 NJG members
started Income Generating Activities (IGAs) by taking revolving
loans (Sabolombi loan) in the reporting period.
The project has also identified a total of 13,447 vulnerable
in NJLIP areas and out of them 8,228 received one time
grant to be mainstreamed. This financial assistance has
enabled them to mitigate their initial shocks and financial
vulnerability and also facilitated a total of 1068 vulnerable
to get included in Nuton Jibon Groups (NJGs).
In a bid to raise awareness and build knowledge on
different Income Generating Activities (IGA) that yield
projected income loads of training and business
promotional materials have been developed. To this end a
total of 9 training modules, 9 flip charts, 22 brochures and
25 posters have been developed.
SDF has been facilitating proper functioning of 5,763
producer groups with 1,04,815 producers in its
predecessor project SIPP-II areas to improve quality of
products together with marketing of produces collectively
leading to reduce production cost and maximizing profit.

In order to ensure long term sustainability of these producer
groups, the project has been facilitating to get registration
from the Department of Co-operatives (DOC), Govt. of
Bangladesh.
During the reporting year a total of 205 producer groups
have obtained registration from the Department of
Co-operatives (DoC) allowing 2 producer groups receiving
Productive Investment Fund (PIF) from the project whilst
other producer groups are in the pipeline to receive the
same.
In this phase, overall 58 stakeholder workshops have been
organized at upazila and district levels creating a platform
to bring together producer group members and relevant
business operators and service providers. These
stakeholder meetings have created an opportunity for
producers and market operators to meet, exchange
interests and ideas, as well as develop forward and
backward linkages.
The project has organized 43 periodic workshops/meetings
at district level in SIPP-II areas with 615 trained Local
Service Providers (LSP)/Para-vets during the reporting
period. These meetings/workshops helped them to gain
expertise and skills in facilitation, smoothen service
delivery and maintaining integrity and due diligence of
accomplishments.
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Partnership development of the producer groups with the public and private sectors
plays a pivotal role to ensure receiving services by the former--technical and input
support as well as increasing market accessibility to bolstering their income generating
activities. During the reporting period a total of 10 partnerships have been developed.
SL.
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Name of the
Organizations/
Institutions

Date of
partnership
establishment

Type of services
received by producer
group members

Number
of community
benefited

1

ACI Ltd. and Cluster Nuton Jibon
Community Society, Sylhet

23.01.16

De-worming, vaccination,
AI service, medicine and
treatment support to cattle.

632 HHs
benefited

2

Lal Teer Seed Ltd. and Barisal/
Barguna district NJCS.

15.03.16

Seed support for
establishing demonstration.

350 project HHs
benefited

3

Barisal District NJCS and Milk Vita Ltd.

01.04.16

Training and marketing
support, advisory support

99 project HHs
benefited

4

Patuakhali District NJCS and
Metal Agro (Seeds) Ltd.

28.05.16

Receive training, seeds for
demonstration plot for water
melon cultivation at
free of cost

122 HHs
benefited

5

Bagerhat District NJCS and Asa Fish
Hatchary of Bagerhat

13.6.16

Members receive fingerling
and technical support.

149 project HHs
benefited

6

Pirojpur District NJCS and Satota
Duck Khamar, Khulna

14.06.16

Members receive qualitative
DOC (4000) of duck at a
reasonable price.

45 project HHs
of 3 PGs
benefited

7

Barisal District Nuton Jibon Community
Society and ACI Crop Care Ltd.

31.08.16

Training on vegetables
production

30 project HHs
benefited

8

Barisal District Nuton Jibon Community
Society and Renata Ltd.

02.09.16

Receive training, de-worming,
medicine etc.

120 project HHs
benefited

9

Kurigram Nuton Jibon Community
Society (NJCS) and Milk vita Ltd.

25.09.16

-Skill training free of cost
-Selling milk collectively
-Free treatment, advice
and AI support.

553 project HHs
benefited

10

Dinajpur Nuton Jibon Community
Society (NJCS) and Auto Crop Care Ltd.

29.09.16

-Training on maize and
vegetables cultivation,
-Training on Lichi
intercultural operation.

48 HHs
benefited

23.01.16
15.03.16
01.04.16
28.05.16

122

HHs benefited

13.06.16

HHs benefited

149

HHs benefited

14.06.16

99

45

HHs of 3 PGs benefited

31.08.16

HHs benefited

30

HHs benefited

02.09.16

350

120

HHs benefited

25.09.16

HHs benefited

553

HHs benefited

29.09.16

632

48

HHs benefited

SUCCESS STORY

Rikta Begum: Journey to the other side
‘We could hardly keep the wolf from the door. My husband
used to find it hard to meet the daily expenses of our family
as after meal comes mustard,’ she unfolded her story.
Rikta Begum is the name of a veteran in the battle against
poverty. She got married at the age of 12 as her family was
too poor to bear the expenses. Her day laborer husband
was also unable to run errands.
At those stark days, SDF started its operation at Uttar
Durgapur village in September, 2007. At that juncture
Rikta’s family was enlisted there as a hardcore poor
household through PIP. After joining the group she attended
all the meetings with enthusiasm and started saving money
as per the rule. She got training of rearing cows with the
help of SDF. While the training was over, she borrowed
BDT 4,000 as Internal Loan. Afterwards, she borrowed
BDT 5,000 at first stage, BDT 10,000 at second stage and in
third phase BDT 16,000 as Sabolombi Loan.
She made the best use of the training she received from
the project on IGAs. She bought a calf for BDT 4,000. After
one year, a calf of mixed species was born. She sold both
of them at BDT 35,000. With this money and adding few
more money, she purchased a high breed milking cow and
launched a mini dairy farm. Her family income was also
supplemented by BDT1000-1200 per day from the sale of
milk. She saved more money from her additional business.
She bought another milking cow with the money that
she took from Sabolombi Loan Fund. Now she owns
two milking cow and one calf whose market price is
BDT 350000.
Gradually, with the help of her savings, investment in small
business and livestock, her life style has improved and
family is accumulating assets. At present, she is the owner
of 8 decimal of land, a tin shed house, 10 acres of farming
land and a pond of her own. She has taken lease of 33
decimal of land. Her monthly income is BDT 35,000-40,000
from which she spends BDT 15,000-20,000 for her monthly
requirements and can save the rest. Furthermore, she has a
DPS of BDT 1, 00000. Apart from attaining economic
reliance, she has been able to send both of her children
to school.
She is dreaming of expanding her business of milk
production and wants to set up a chilling centre. Her zeal
and courage with SDF’s contribution has taken her to
step forward in the ladder of success.
Rikta Begum is extremely grateful to SDF for turning the
wheels of her life.
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COMMUNITY FINANCE

Strengthening the RURAL ECONOMY
Battling to ease vulnerability for reaching intended goals, the Community Finance program of SDF
has been fostering its profound philanthropic beliefs and principles into its core policies and
strategies. This program was initiated using social pragmatism and sustainable development to
promote social-economic status and empower disadvantaged people, particularly the women. This
program has been supporting the people living in utter poverty in myriad ways by facilitating easy
access to credit and savings, making investment in training and small enterprises, to help the families
to have square meal, access to education, and offering to cope mechanisms for emergencies.
This client focused and sustainable program targeted the rural poor, providing them with
collateral-free loans and a safe means to save money regularly. This collective effort contributed to
immensely increased cash flow in the rural economy, employment creation and development of small
entrepreneurs. Accordingly the Village Credit Organization (VCO), the specialized savings and credit
arm of the Gram Parishad, is the main vehicle of under privileged people’s empowerment propel. It is
largely responsible for lending to and recovering disbursed loans from Nuton Jibon Groups through a
revolving process. Provision of saving and favorable access to credit has enabled the poor to invest
money in income generating activities. Receiving credit on a reasonable payable service charge to
meet the recurring expenses and maintaining growth of funds of the VCO, they are getting involved in
different income generating activities and thus turning their lives towards financial and social
empowerment. They also have been geared up through a series of life skill development activities. At
least 95% of the GP members are made up of women.
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HIGHLIGHTS 2016

Savings accumulated by NJG members
70.49

SDF’s development initiatives have been continuing to
accelerate employment and income generation through
the community financing program. We contributed to
expand our reach to 3,17,953 beneficiaries enrolled in
Nuton Jibon Groups. Our effort has enabled 3,17,366
(99.81%) beneficiaries to deposit savings on a regular
basis and thus is creating a fund for their future safety.
Enrolment of NJG Members
3,17,953

Savings accumulated by NJG members
(BDT In millions)
Our holistic approach has significantly increased the amount of
savings by NJG members to BDT 70.49 million (US$ 0.90
million, on average BDT 222 per member). Some of them have
received internal lending from their savings fund.

Loan disbursement in Internal Lending

Members incorporated in NJG during the year 2016

We disbursed a total of BDT 40.05 million (US$ 0.51 million) as
Internal Lending which creates enormous impact on the rural
economy. The total number of beneficiaries who received
internal lending stands at 14,491 by a number of 14,541 loans.
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40.05

Amount of loan disbursed in internal Lending
(BDT in million)

Loan recovery status in Internal Lending
12.90

12.90

Recoverable
up to Dec. 2016

Recovered
up to Dec. 2016

In the reporting year, BDT 12.90 million (US$ 0.17 million) has been
recovered in Internal Lending against the target of BDT 12.90 million
(US$ 0.17 million). We could effectively achieve the cumulative rate
of loan recovery which is 100% and outstanding loan of Internal
Lending stands at BDT 27.16 million at the end of the year.

Loan disbursement in Shabolombi Fund (SF) Loan
Number of borrowers
of SF loan

Amount of loan
disbursed
in SF (BDT in million)

1449

22.01

During Jan.-Dec. ‘16
A total of 1,449 NJG members have received BDT 22.01 million
(US$ 0.28 million) as Shabolombi Fund loan. Shabolombi Fund
loan has just started to balance the number of borrowers and
credit. As a result all of the borrowers have received 1st cycle
loan which has fulfilled the target. At the end of December 2016
the outstanding of SF loan stood at BDT 21.38 million (US$ 0.27
million) and also average loan size in SF has become BDT 15,190.
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Loan recovery status in Shabolombi Fund Loan

SUCCESS STORY

SF loan recovery status
(BDT in million)

0.63

0.63

Recoverable
up to Dec. 2016

Recovered
up to Dec. 2016

The column chart shows that an amount of BDT 0.63 million has
been recovered in Shabolombi Fund loan during the reporting year
against a recoverable target of BDT 0.63 million. The cumulative
rate of loan recovery is 100% and outstanding loan of Internal
Lending stands at BDT 21.38 million at the end of Dec.’16.
Loan disbursed in
youth skill development
(No. of youths)

Youth Skill loan
disbursement
(BDT in million)

4826

30.78

During Jan.-Dec. ‘16
We provided BDT 30.78 million (US$ 0.39 million) as Youth Skill
Development loan to 4,826 youth members. At the end of
December 2016 the outstanding of Youth Skill Development loan
stood at BDT 28.96 million (US$ 0.37 million). Moreover, average
loan size in youth skill development loan stood at BDT 6,378.

Loan recovery status in Youth Skill
Development Loan
1.18

Recoverable
up to Dec. 2016

1.18

Recovered
up to Dec. 2016

The column chart shows that an amount of BDT 1.18 million has
been recovered in Youth Skill Development loan during the
reporting year against a recoverable target of BDT 1.18 million.
The on time recovery rate (OTR) and the cumulative rate of loan
recovery (CRR) are 100%.

Parul Begum: Finding the Rainbow
‘I tried my best to live a life where we could have square
meals but failed to do that. But Nuton Jibon turned the
leaf of my life,’ said Parul Begum of Boiddo Para Gram
Samiti, Nilphamari.
For a very small earning of a day laborer husband, her
life was in utter chaos, desolation and despair as her
family wheels were about to stop. She was at her wit’s
end to see that they had to pass days after days only
with boiled potato and boiled arum with their four sons
and a daughter. They had to live on other’s pity, did not
have any homestead of their own, and during the lean
period, her husband could hardly earn enough to meet
the both ends. Thrashed by the poverty, she was looking
for a silver lining.
The scenario started to change when she enrolled
herself in Nuton Jibon project in 2012. She first started
savings and attended all the meetings regularly. She
gained knowledge about small entrepreneurship and
showed her interest on bakery business.SDF helped her
to get the training on how to make those items and
marketing. To get monitory support, she borrowed BDT
10,000 from Sabolombi Loan Fund to set up a bakery.
Her zeal and dedication to this business did not take that
much time to rise here. She also included her two sons
and son-in-law in her business.
Soon Parul could pay back her installment of third
cycle loan and again borrowed BDT 75,000 and
invested the money in her business. She has already
paid back this money and is planning to take
BDT 1, 00,000 from the VCO.
She started her business on 17 December, 2012. At
present, 25 laborers are working at her bakery, 10
salespersons are there. Two of her sons and son-in-law
look after the marketing. They are being sold in different
areas beyond her own area. Every day she gets BDT
70,000-80,000 from her bakery. After meeting all the
monthly expenses, her profit is BDT 3,000-4,000 per day.
Now a days, poverty and hardship are past history in the
life of Parul Begum. Her bakery is built on 16 decimal of
land and she is having a house of her own. She dreams
of expanding her business to that extent so that her
product goes to all districts of Bangladesh. She says,
’SDF has changed our lives, as savior.’
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COMMUNITY INFRASTRUCTURE
SUPPORT FUND (CISF)

Making PATH to PROGRESS

In order to accelerate the livelihood development of the project areas, our Community
Infrastructure Support Fund (CISF) program has been furnishing services at community level to
promote income or employment generation associated with life skill development. The tangible
achievement of infrastructure projects has been fostering economic opportunities and promoting
community institutions. It builds community infrastructures such as office buildings for project village
institutions that can also be used as cyclone shelters and community centers, bridges, culverts, roads,
installation of tube-wells to ensure pure drinking water and also renovates and repairs school
buildings, toilets and market shades, which in turn, creates economic benefits to the communities
through creating jobs and better infrastructural services.
This program has brought a phenomenal success to the livelihoods of the poor and hardcore poor
through improved access to socio-economic activities and combating environmental issues along with
making contributions to national economy. The improved roads, bridges, culverts etc. have eased
access to the villagers to markets, children to attend school and expectant mothers to visit hospitals
as needed resulting in reducing travel time and transportation costs. The infrastructure development
works have facilitated the rural people to keep poverty in bay consecutively.
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CISF IMPLEMENTATION
ASPECTS
• The design of different infrastructure
sub-projects is prepared in line with other local
government’s rural infrastructural development
activities and estimates are prepared on the
basis of existing market price of construction
mateterials as well as labor.
• A sub-project committee represents shared
responsibility for implementation of
infrastructure sub-projects ensuring active
participation of community members and they
are also oriented on the details of environment
friendly sub-project implementation that include
hands on training and orientation on visual and
field test of construction materials, quality
control of infrastructure implementation etc.
• Issues identified during frequent follow-ups and
monitoring by SDF officials help to initiate
necessary actions in terms of providing
technical and non-technical assistances, which
in turn, ensure successful implementation.
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HIGHLIGHTS 2016
Infrastructure development
During the reporting period disbursements have been
made for construction of 190 GS offices and construction
works are going on as planned. Funds for construction and
repairs of 25.818 Km village roads have been disbursed
and works are going on in full blast. Funding for
construction of 105 culverts has been ensured and
construction is well under way. Also a total of 1328
tube-well installation work in the project villages is going
on to ensure safe pure drinking water. Renovation work in
two schools is also going on well with project funding. A
total of 65 other different infrastructures received fund
for starting construction out of which 20 started
construction activities and the remaining 45 are under
process.
Training provided to staff members on infrastructure development
Number of batch
trained

Number of participants
received training

Remarks

Participatory Vulnerability
Analysis (PVA)

18

626

CISF Technical Guideline and
Community Procurement

10

356

Operation and Maintenance (O&M)
works of CIW

14

324

All
concerned
staffs
received
relevant
trainings.

Name of training
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Bangladesh has made significant gains in
development in recent years. I am looking
forward to working closely with the government
and people of Bangladesh in realizing their goal
of achieving middle-income status by 2021. The
World Bank will continue working with the
government to maintain economic stability;
strengthen revenue mobilization; tackle energy
and infrastructure deficits; deepen
financial-sector and external trade reforms;
improve labor skills, economic governance, and
urban management; and helping with the
adaption to climate change.
-- Qimiao Fan
World Bank’s Country Director
for Bangladesh, Bhutan and Nepal
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